Lighthouse Display ZigZag® Strip reduces Carbon Footprint and significantly
reduces supply chain cost....
A recent case study highlighted that using our ZigZag® Strip can create very significant savings
across a number of areas. Here is the data we found in our example.
1. Outer case size reduction resulting in a saving of over 12.5% off the box cost....
ZigZag®
Clip Strip
From this....

To this....
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Total saving £300
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2. The pallet load increased from 252 cases per pallet to 392 cases per pallet! Assuming £88 per
pallet for delivery this means the delivery cost per case drops from 35p to 23p a saving of 12p
per case or 35%!
Total saving £1232
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3. The number of pallets needed for an order of 10K cases reduces from 40 pallets to just 26 ....

Total saving at £11 per pallet £154
Together with unknown storage savings
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4. In terms of transport the delivery cost almost halved. On the example of 10K cases you would
need only one lorry using the ZigZag® strip as opposed to two lorries with the alternative.

The savings shown in this case study highlight the benefit to you as a customer and the
savings available by using the ZigZag® Strip to improve your supply chain efficiency.
Lighthouse Display ZigZag® Strips reduce your Carbon Footprint as well as overall
Supply Chain cost.
One lorry uses around 55 litres of diesel on a run of 100 miles. By using less pallets you
are halving the amount of fuel burnt!
5. The boxes below represent the amount of cardboard used by flat and ZigZag® cases,
again this shows the ZigZag® case to use 26% less material and therefore have less of
an impact on the enviroment.

Box for regular strip
0.264 m2

Box for ZigZag® strip
0.195 m2

Lighthouse Display produces over 470 designs of Clip strip to promote impulse sales and cross
merchandising.
The company works closely with its customers to ensure best practice and cost effective retail
ready solutions.
We also offer a custom design and rapid prototyping service to solve difficult display
problems.
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